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* While not specifically stated in their paper [1], Lucky has indicated by private communication
that his designs were constrained to lie on concentric circles with radius greater than zero.

AMPLITUDE-PHASE-KEYING WITH M-ARY ALPHABETS:
A TECHNIQUE FOR BANDWIDTH REDUCTION

C. M. THOMAS
TRW Systems

Redondo Beach, California

Summary   The spectral occupancy of transmitted digital data can be reduced by
employing symbols from an M-ary alphabet. A modulation technique combining both
amplitude and phase keying (APK) requires less peak and average power than M-ary PSK
to achieve the same symbol error probability. Efficient signal set designs have been found
by an empirical search of a large number of candidate sets with a comparison based on
symbol error probability. New 8-ary and 16-ary designs are presented which outperform
previously suggested designs on both a peak and average SNR basis. The bandwidth
efficiency of the principal APK sets and PSK is presented as a function of alphabet size
(4-ary to 128-ary) to illustrate the bandwidth-power tradeoff.

Introduction   As data rate requirements continue to increase, digital communication and
telemetry channels with the typical binary PSK modulation begin to exceed their allocated
channel bandwidth. Some technique is then needed to efficiently exchange carrier power
for bandwidth. Baseband data compression by redundancy removal is one technique, of
course. A second approach is to alter the modulation method so that more than one bit of
information is transmitted during each symbol period. That is, instead of employing
symbols from a binary alphabet, use an alphabet with M symbols. Since the RF spectrum
depends upon the symbol rate, the use of M-ary symbols reduces the bandwidth by log2M.
Coherent M-ary PSK is a well-known example of such a modulation system.

A newer M-ary modulation technique combining both amplitude and phase keying (APK)
has been shown by several authors [1,2,3] to require less peak or average power than
M-ary PSK to achieve the same symbol error probability.

Even though APK modulation has been shown superior to PSK, the optimum phase and
amplitude relation between the M members of the signal set has hot been found. Previous
investigators of APK signal set design concerned themselves with optimizing a particular
type of configuration either in the form of a grid 12 or concentric circles with [3] or
without [1] constraining the signals on each circle to lie on a ray from the origin*. These



investigations were hampered by the lack of a general expression for symbol error
probability with maximum likelihood detection which would be valid for any arbitrary two-
dimensional signal set. In this paper the symbol error probability is evaluated by means of
the union bound which Fielding [4] showed to be asymptotically tight at high SNR for
signal sets with unequal energies and any dimensionality. Even with this error expression,
however, it does not appear to be possible to derive an expression for the optimum signal
set structure.

The approach of this investigation [5] was to examine a large number of possible M-ary
APK configurations in an empirical search for good designs. The most promising designs
for each alphabet size were selected as candidates for a comparison by means of the
symbol error expression. While the optimum design may not be discovered with this
method, the performance of that optimum should not greatly exceed the best of the
candidate designs, if a large, varied class of designs is tested. With this empirical search,
new designs have been found which significantly outperform previously suggested 8-ary
and 16-lary designs on both a peak and average SNR basis.

In the following sections the candidate signal designs are described. Curves of symbol
error probability versus peak and average are shown for the 16-ary designs. The principal
designs for alphabet sizes from 4-ary to 128ary are compaged in terms of peak and
average SNR at a symbol error probability of 10-5. Finally the bandwidth efficiency of the
principal APK sets and PSK is presented as a function of alphabet size to illustrate the
bandwidth-power tradeoff.

Signal Designs

A.   Vector Representation   APK signal sets of alphabet size M can be viewed
mathematically as M signal vectors arranged in a two-dimensional space. To obtain these
Vectors let the signal waveform be represented over the symbol period T by

If the orthonormal set

is selected as the basis waveforms, si(t) becomes

(1)



and can be re resented by the complex quantity

(2)
The signal set designs pictured in Figures 1 and 2 are plots of Si. The input noise

(3)

can be similarly represented in complex form
(4)

The noise is assumed to be Gaussian and white with single-sided input power spectral
density of No W/Hz. The two-sided spectral densities of n1(t) and n2(t) are therefore

so that the variances of the noise components are

(5)

with

where E{·} denotes the expected value.

The average signal power-to-average noise power ratio is

(6)

Similarly, the peak signal power-to-average noise power ratio is

(7)

B.   Candidate Designs   The signal designs which were chosen for error probability
evaluation will now be described. Most of these designs fall into four basic categories:
those with signals arranged on concentric circles, and those with triangular, rectangular, or
hexagonal grid patterns. All binary alphabet sizes from 4-ary to 128-ary are considered.



** For notational convenience the circular sets are designated as, for example, (a, b, c) meaning
there are three circles with “a” signals on the inner circle, “c” signals on the outer circle, etc.

4-ary Signal Set   Only one 4-ary signal set is considered. It is composed of three signals
equally spaced about a circle with the fourth at the origin, and is designated as a (1,3)
circular set.**

8-ary Signal Sets   For 8-ary signal sets there are four candidate configurations; these are
shown in Figure 1. (In Figures 1 and 2 the signal designs have been scaled such that, for all
but the circular sets, the nearest neighbor distance is unity. For the circular sets the signals
on each ring are separated by unity distance, but the inter-ring distance is not unity.) The
first design is a (1,7) circular set consisting of a 7signal circle surrounding a signal at the
origin. The second is a double circle with four signals per circle, denoted as a (4,4) design,
which Lucky and Hancock [1] calculate to be the optimum 8-ary design under an average
power constraint. The remaining two candidates are a 3 x 3 grid minus the center signal
and a triangular design.

Two additional designs were investigated but considered to be unsuitable as candidates. A
hexagonal design, due to its 6-ary nature, cannot be formed into a reasonable 8-ary set.
The (3,5) circular design is clearly inferior to the (4,4) design in terms of intercircle versus
intracircle distances (poor peak power).

16-ary Signal Sets   The seven 16-ary candidate sets are shown in Figure 2 and each of
the four design categories are represented. The rectangular set is 4 x 4 square, while the
triangular set is composed of alternating rows of 3 and 4 signals each, minus the center
point. Four circular designs are compared, including an (8,8) arrangement previousl
thought to be optimum for both peak and average power constraints [3].

It should be noted that the circular sets can be further optimized by evaluating the effect on
the error probability of variations in circle radii and rotations of the various circles with
respect to each other. Because the additional improvement is small, these optimum sets
were not obtained in this study.

32-ary Signal Sets   There are five candidate configurations for 32-ary signal sets. These
include the (4,11,17) and (5,11,16) circular designs, a rectangular grid, and triangular and
hexagonal patterns.

The (5,10,17) and (4,10,18) circular designs are rejected; the former because its minimum
distance is much less than the (5,11,16) and the latter because its outer radius is too large
(poor peak power). The four-circle (3,6,10,13) design was examined and it is apparent that
four circles are too many for a 32-ary alphabet because the inter-circle distance is too
small.



64-ary Signal Sets   Five candidate 64-ary designs are considered. These are the 8 x 8
grid, the (6,12,19,27) and (6,13,19,26) circular designs, and the triangular and hexagonal
patterns. Five-circle designs were rejected as the inter-circle distance is too small.

128-ary Signal Sets   Five candidates are also selected for 128-ary sets. These are the
rectangular, triangular, hexagonal, and (8,17,25,34,44) and (6,12,18,24,30,38) circular
designs.

Thermal Noise Performance   The probability of symbol error for M-ary signal sets with
unequal energies has been shown by Fielding [4] to asymptotically approach the bound

(8)

at large SNR. This bound is employed to evaluate the symbol error probability of each of
the candidate signal sets as a function of peak and average SNR. Results for the 16-ary
sets are displayed in Figures 3 and 4. The curves are believed to be quite<accurate
because the error bound has been found to be very tight for PE # 0.01 for M-ary PSK and
APK rectangular grid sets, where exact results are known.

Similar curves were computed for the other alphabet sizes. The relative performance of
candidate designs from such curves is summarized in Tables 1 and 2, which give the peak
and average symbol energy-to-noise density ratio required to achieve a symbol error
probability of 10-5.

A.   Signal Set Comparison   The performance of the (1,3) quatenary APK set is shown
in Tables 1 and 2 along with the quadriphase PSK. With only four signals the PSK set is
superior to the APK set on the basis of both average and peak SNR at 10-5 symbol error
probability. It offers an advantage of 2.9 dB for peak SNR and 1.6 dB for average SNR.

For M=8, the circular (1,7) set is the best of the four APK designs for both peak and
average SNR. It provides a 0.1 dB advantage in average SNR over the triangular set and
1.8 dB over PSK. It also yields a 1.3 dB advantage in peak SNR over PSK.

The performance of the seven 16-ary APK sets are shown in Figures 3 and 4, as well as
the tables. For average SNR the best set over the SNR of: interest is the (1,5,10), although
the rectangular, triangular, and (5,11) circular sets come within 0.3 dB of its performance.
The circular sets are clearly superior for peak SNR performance. The (5,11) is the best as
it offers a 1.2 dB advantage over the rectangular set and 0.8 dB over the triangular set. The
hexagonal set performs very poorly for both peak and average SNR.



*** These curves actually exist only at discrete integral values of log2M.

Of the five 32-ary APK signal designs, the triangular set obtains the best average SNR
performance but the rectangular and (4,11,17) designs are only 0.2 dB inferior. Again the
circular sets achieve the best peak SNR performance with the (4,11,17) being optimum
and offering about 0.7 dB improvement over the rectangular set. The hexagonal set is the
poorest of the 32-ary APK sets in both figures. The advantage offered by APK over PSK is
approximately 7.1 and 5.2 dB for average and peak SNR comparisons, respectively.

For 64-ary signal sets, as for 32-ary sets, the triangular set yields the optimum performance
for average SNR. Next are the virtually identical rectangular and (6,13,19,26) designs with
0.4 dB poorer SNR. The (6,13,19,26) circular design offers the best peak SNR
performance and achieves a 0.7 dB advantage over the triangular set and 1.7 dB over the
rectangular. The optimum 64-ary APK sets provide a 10.1 dB and 7.6 dB advantage over
PSK for average and peak SNR.

The bandwidth-power trade-off of M-ary APK is displayed in Figures 5 and 6 with curves
of bandwidth efficiency in bits/sec/Hz versus bit energy-tonoise density for a bit error
probability of 10-4. The performance of rectangular grid sets, triangular sets, and the best
circular set for each M are shown, along with M-ary PSK. The Shannon bound given by

(9)

is also plotted. All curves assume ideal sin Bt/T / Bt/T pulses with no channel distortion so
that the efficiency equals log2M.*** For realistic channels and waveforms; the performance
must be reduced to account for the bandwidth increase required to reduce intersymbol
interference.

Conclusions   Amplitude-phase keying with M-ary alphabets is an attractive metho of
reducing the bandwidth required for-transmission of digital information. The bandwidth is
exchanged for power but APK achieves a much more efficient exchange than M-ary Psk.
For a peak SNR comparison the APK advantage increases from 1.2 dB at M=8 to 7.6 dB
at M=64. For an average SNR comparison the advantage is even greater, increasing from
1.8 dB at M=8 to 10.1 dB at M=64.

the APK sets studied in this investigation were empirically generated but included the
regular grid, triangular, and hexagonal lattice designs, as well as various circular
configurations. From a comparison of these sets, new 8-ary and 16-ary designs have been
found which outperform designs previously thought to be optimum.



Two important conclusions about APK signal selection and performance can be drawn for
the comparison of the signal sets summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Firstly, on a peak SNR
basis of comparison, the circular signal sets are always superior. The rectangular and
triangular sets suffer a disadvantage of 0.2 to 1.8 dB depending upon the alphabet size.
Secondly, on an average SNR basis, the circular sets are best for M=4, 8 and 16; for larger
alphabets the high packing efficiency of the triangular structure gives it the best
performance. The rectangular set, is within 0.5 dB of optimum for M $ 16.
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Table 1.  Comparison of APK Sets for Average SNR at 10-5 Symbol
Error Probability



Table 2.  Comparison of APK Sets for Peak SNR at 10-5 Symbol Error Probability

 



Figure 1.  8-ary Signal Set Designs

Figure 2.  16-ary Signal Set Designs







Figure 5.  Bandwidth Efficiency vs. Average SNR for Bit Error
Probability of 10-4.

Figure 6.  Bandwidth Efficiency vs. Peak SNR for Bit Error
Probability of 10-4.




